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Charity ercr finds In the art reward,

It

and needs no trumpet In the receiver.

•» —Baumont

and

Fetchcr.

—

C. I. Burrows offers the sjiggewt-ion
that the property owned by "the city,
between Tillson avenue and Winter
street, be used for tourist camp pur
poses, claiming for it a central location
and other conveniences.
The tract
contains about half an acre.
Ksystons
Cigars—Mild, Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—
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KLAN FOR McADOO

So Says Senator Reed’s Back
er, Who Says He Is
“Aligned Knowingly.”
Representative Hawes (Missouri)
supporter of Senator James A. Reed
for the Democratic Presidential nomi
nation came out Tuesday with a
charge that William G. McAdoo is
aligned knowingly with the Ku Klux
Kian. Mr. Hawes declared the other
candidates had come out against that
organization.
“Senator James A. Reed," he said,
"has been outspoken in denunciation
of the K. K. K. That splendid states
man, Oscar W. Underwood, candidate
from Alabama has done so. So have
Gov. Ritchie, (Maryland), Gov. Rals
ton, (Indiana), Gov. Smith, (New
York), Gov. Edwards, (New Jersey),
and the noted fundamentalist, former
Representative, John W. Davis of
West Virginia,
last president of
the
American
Bar
Association.
There remains hut one candidate naw
seeking the Democratic nomination
whose position has not been plainly
defined and that Is William Gibbs Mc
Adoo.”
"The Ku Klux Kian organizations
in Texas. Oklahoma and other states,
are openly supporting him. He 'can
not have received this support for
months without knowledge.”
Mr. Hawes declared it was his pur

pose to place the question of prominence
of the K. K. K. In the Democratic
party above all other issues because no
party could or should live which is di
rected or controlled, even in part, by a
secret organization built upon Intol
erance and bigotry, and which has
found Its greatest success in flaunting
conspicuous provisions of our Consti
tution.
Mr. Hawes said, “This masked or
ganizations will seek control of the
nominations of both parties. It should
be denounced by both. In my opinion,
no men can be elected to public office
of state or national Importance who
does not openly repudiate the Kian.
It violates all traditions but especially
the First Amendment to the Constitu
tion, guaranteeing religious liberty and
freedom of conscience. It openly vio
lates the fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments of our Constitution which
prohibit discrimination because of race
or color. In addition to assaults up
on state and national constitutions It
assumes the right of super-government
and boasts of its power of dictation in
primary conventions."
At the next session of Legislature
Judge Frank B. Miller will ask to
have a different title bestowed upon
Rookland Municipal Court. The pres
ent title is a misnomer for the reason
that the court has a county Juris
diction. Judge Dunn, who presided
over the January term of Supreme
Court made the suggestion that the
name of Knox District Court be given.
Sounds good.

BERMAN’S
Smoke and Water
4SALE4
EVERYTHING REDUCED

BERMAN’S
Foot of Limeroek St,
E PLANTS
WE

CAN

SAVE

YOU

MONEY ON YOUR

RADIO PARTS

Add much to tho eh»rm of your home.
During thia month a
Cyclamen, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or oven a Fern or
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
gracefully those dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.
We have some good Cinerarias coming on and we want to get
them across to you before they are fully in bloom that you may
enjoy them the longest possible time.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
"SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
(Next door to the Western Union)

H. IH. DE ROCHEMON1
106 Pleasant Street

HEA riNG

PLUMB11NG
Telephone 244-W.

-

s-o-d-tf-117

OREL E. DAVIES
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
All the Latest in Glasses
SSI MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

TOtJ

W ANTED

to exehango new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange now modem
furniture fer your old j also rangee and musical instruments.

Ve Pa
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Magnet Wire, spool ................. 10c
Magnet Wire, spool .......................25c
Phone Connectors ....................... 10c
Phone Plugs ................................. 50c
Phone Plugs ................................. 60c
Insulators ........................ 10c and 15c
Porcelain Knobs, 2 for .................05c
Phone Condensers ....................... 10c
Grid Condensers ....................... 05c
Galena Crystals .......................... 10c
Jacks .............................................. 35c
Brass Rods..................................... 15c
Sliders for Rods ....................... - 10c
Switches ............................... -....... 25c
Switches ........................................ 15c
Sockets......................................... 35c
Spaghetti Tubing ....................... - 10c
Variable Grid Leak ...............
20c
Variocoupler .................................$2.00
Verniers ................................. -..... 60c
Phonographic Attachment ........ 60c
Terminal Lugs, 12 for.................. 05c
Tuning Coil, complete ............. $1.75
Battery Connectors 3 for ........ 05c
Radio Book3 ................................. 25c
3 Plate Condensers ..................... 50c
13 Plate Condensers...................$1.00
23 Plate Condensers ................ $1.25
Ground Wire, per foot .............. 01c
2 inch Dials ................................... 25c
3 inch Dials ................................. 35c
3 inch Dials .......... ..................... 15c
6 ohm Rheostat .............................. 25c
30 ohm Rheostat ......................... 25c
6 ohm Rheostat, tested .......... 35c
Switch Levers .......................... 15c
Switch Levers ............................. 25c
Switch Points, 3 for ................... 05c
B Battery, 22V4 volt .........
$2.00
B Battery, 22'/g volt ................ $1.00
Binding Posts ............................. 05c
7 Strand Aerial Wire, 100 ft..... 80c
Coil Spring Arial ...................... 25c
Ground Clamps ........................... 05c
Cat Whiskers, 3 for.................
05c
Porcelain Tubes, 2 for................. 05c
Porcelain Tubes, 5 for .............. 05c
Radio Shellac, bottle ................. 10c
Indoor Coil Arial ............................25c
Blaok Celoron Panel, 6x10....... $1.25
Black Celoron Panel, 6x12.......$1.75
Black Celoron Panel, |x15.......$2.00
Black Celoron Panel, 7x10....... $1.50
Black Celoron Panel, 7x12 .... $2.00
Black Celoron Panel, 7x15.......$2.25
Head Phones, per set ............ $3.95

E. B. CROCKETT
Sc & 10c STORE
ROCKLAND. ME. 12-13

WYMAN IS PROMOTED

A

STRONG

WORKING

FORCE

WRECK OF BODWELL

>—

tiui

Detailed Story of the Loss of
Man Who Worked So Hard
Rockland
Now
Has
Two
Red
Cross
Nurses
In
the
Field,
the Steamer, Written By
For Central Maine’s Success
Supplemented By a Fine Organization.
Fisherman-Doctor.
Made President.
At the annual meeting of the stock
holders ot Central Maine Power Co.
today Walter S. Wyman, treasurer and
general manager of the company since
its organization, was elected to the
presidency to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of Harvey D. Eaton
of Waterville. An executive commit
tee of five was chosen, H. D. Jennings
was given a full treasurershlp and W.
B. Skelton was made a director in
place- of C. E. Vickery, resigned. All
of the other directors were re-elected.
The new executive committee consists
of Harvey D. Eaton, W. B. Skelton of
Lewiston, Guy P. Gannett of Augusta,
Harold C. Payson of Portland, and
Walter S. Wyman of Augusta.
The retirement of Mr. Eaton from
the presidency of the company and the
election of Mr. Wyman to its head
comes about as a logical chapter in the
long and dramatic story of Maine's
water powers to which these two men
have contributed so much.
The acquaintance of the tv.o men be
gan in 1897 when Mr. Wyman, fresh
from his engineering studies at Tuft's
College was then assistant superin
tendent of the Maine Water Power
Co.’s plant at Waterville. He was
even then interested in the greater
utilization of the water power on the
Messalonskee and In 1899 when the two
men both became interested in the
Waterville & Fairfield-Railway & Elec
tric Co., they bought the Oakland
Electric Co., as a start on this work.
Mr. Eaton was 10 years older than
Mr. Wyman and by his organization of
the Waterville Water District had come
into prominence and was even then
considered one of Maine's most able
lawyers. Mr. Eaton gave Mr. Wyman
the encouragement and the support
needed to carry through his ideals. The
Oakland Electric Co. was acquired and
Mr. Wyman became Its manager and
Mr. Eaton its president.
•• • •
In the first year under the new man
agement, the Oakland Electric Co. sold
electric energy which produced a rev
enue of about $1500. Last year the
Central Maine Power Co.. Into which
the old Oakland Electric Co. has de
veloped. did a Public Utility business
of $3,500,000, and an additional million
from the sale of electrical merchandise.
In the same period it expanded over a
million and a half of dollars for the
extension and development of Its prop
erties.
In the gradual find steady develop
ment of the Central Maine System,
particularly during the early years, Mr.
Eaton devoted much time to the com
pany and at the same time remained
active in the practice of law. • His
present decision to be freed of the
duties of president of the company is
prompted by a desire to devote more
time to the practice of law and various
other pursuits.
Mr. Eaton in his capacity as member
of the executive committee will bring
many years of rich experience to the
deliberations of these meetings. Hte
association with the company from its
birth, his fine legal talent ar.d his am
bitions to see the company fill an
ever-expanding field of usefulness will
be of great value.
The development of the Central
Maine Power Co. from its small be
ginnings on Messalonskee stream 25
years ago to its present position as a
$30,000,000 corporation has been one of
the
outstanding achievements in
Maine’s business development.
To Mr. Wyman's foresight, energy
and capacity for work go much of the
credit of the accomplishment. For 2'
years he has ceaselessly worked for
the achievement of his aims. He is of
the grade of the great Captains of In
dustry. Mr. Wyman was born in Oak
land. May 6. 1874. and received his
early education in the schools of that
place. He attended Coburn Classical
Institute and received his collegiate
training at Tufts College.

» • • •,
The executive committee will hold
frequent meetings and will be in in
timate touch with affairs of the com
pany.
They have been chosen be
cause of their willingness and fitness
to share the obligations and respon
sibilities of management. They are
isarticularly able men—men who have
long been associated with the compa
ny, know its policies, its aims, and
share live views on the necessity of
developing Maine's water powers for
the immediate and particular benefit
of the State.

Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
der assistance in making out income
tax returns.
adv. tf.

RADIO
INCREASE YOUR RANGE
VOLUME

AND

RADIO AND AUDIO ONE OR
TWO STAGE UNITS BUILT TO
ORDER
FOR YOUR
SINGLE
TUBE SET.
PHONE 647-6

ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
WORK

Over the Express Office

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, • • MAINE
(Radio Editor of This Paper)
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office anil
examine styles. If you already hare a plate
bring it In and let ua print you cards In latesl
alze. THE COUBIEB GAZETTE.

Mist Louise W. Sawyer, Who Has Miss Selma Hentsgaard, Her Former
Been Employed as Red Cross Nurse
Room-mate at California University,
Since Last September.
Who Has Just Joined the Staff.
With the arrival of a second Red
Cross nurse in the local field the Rock
land Chapter of the American Red
Cross finds itself in a position to carry
on work which has long b<en in line
with its ambitions. Ar.d at this time
a word of introduction may not be
amiss.
Miss Louise Wheeler Sawyer who
came to Rockland last September has
long since proved her worth and -ef
ficiency. Her home city is Boston, and
it follows naturally that she should re
ceive training for her chosen vocation
at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
This was supplemented by courses at
Simmons College, Hyannis Normal
School, University of California and
University of Nevada. From which it
will be seen that Miss Sawyer has been
somewhat of a traveler, as well as a
worker in humanity’s behalf.
Two years ago last October she en
gaged In ge neral public health work in
West Newbury, Mass. She was there
two school years, and the work there
admirably fitted her for the broader
field to which she has now come.
I have found great need of follow
up work in the public schools," Miss
Sawyer told a Courier-Gazette re
porter. "Examinations are conducted
In the schools, but the corrective workmust be done in the home. Dental
work appears to be the greatest neces
sity. with throat work second in im
portance."
Miss Sawyer is a member of the Na
tional Organization of Public Health
Nursing, and while a resident of Bos
ton was active in women’s clubs. She
is a graduate of the Faelton Piano
forte School. Boston, and in addition to
her accomplishments in the line of in
strumental music, has had the advan
tage of special studies in literature
with Prof. Long of Harvard College.
She is a registered nurse in Massa
chusetts and California, and will soon
be admitted to Maine registry.
Miss Selma H rtsgaard, who has
joined the local Red Cross staff within
a few days, is a native of Fargo,
North Dakota, and her advent in
Rockland was especially phasing to
Miss Sawyer for they were room
mates at the. University of California.
Miss Hertagaard graduated from St.
Luke's Hospital in 1920. and is a reg
istered nurse in California and North
Dakota. Like Miss Sawyer she has
travelled extensively In this country,
and has done private duty nursing in
California. Minnesota and Illinois. She
has Jus! completed a course In public
health work at Simmons College.
Miss Hertsgaard's musical talent has
manifested itself In her success as a
vocal soloist. She has also won dis
tinction in athletics.

the other is available for emergency
calls or office appointments. The
health talks in the class rooms will be
followed by visits at the homes where
it is considered necessary.
"Second. Clinics: A dental clinic will
be undertaken with the cooperation of
the Penobscot Bay Dental Association.
This is a very important feature of
this program and has worked success
fully in many other Maine cities where
the Red Cross maintains a service.
Other clinics will follow such as child
welfare, posture and tuberculosis.
‘Third, Classes: Instruction in home
hygiene and care of the sick will be
taken up. During the summer life
saving will enter into the program.
‘Fourth, Bedside Work: This part
of the Red Cross nursing service al
ways comes first and will receive
prompt attention as always. Letter*
have already been sent to the doctors
acquainting them with -the service and
the rules covering the same."
• • • •
The Red Cross office Is now located
In wry pleasnnt quarters in the Bick
nell block, 497 Main street, and inspec
tion by the public is solicited. The
regular hours at present are from 8 to
9 a. m., and from 4 to 5 p. m, dally, ex
cept Saturday, when It is open In the
morning only. Here you may find ar
Information bureau covering the State
resources and Institutions. A card in
dex confidential exchange, listing th<
various families receiving help from
any of the Charitable organizations of
our city, is compiled from the City
Poor Department, Salvation Army Re
lief and Red Cross Civilian Relief. Il
is merely to assist people in locating
families or ascertaining how many dif
ferent organizations may be helping
one family at the same time.
Another important feature that if
not yet complete is the register of citynurses for the use of the public. Thif
is a card index of nurses who might be
available for private duty, giving theii
address and • telephone number. The
Red Cross Society is often asked to re
fer parties to a nurse that might b<
available for a case of some duration
where the services of the Red Cross
nurse would not suffice. As this list al
present is rattier incomplete, it Is
greatly desired that any nurse not al
ready registered do so at once. Thert
is no charge, and it places one under
no obligation.
A loan closet is maintained at thif
office. This is for the use of the public
and contains such articles as sheets
pillow slips, hospital johnnies, gowns,
bandages, compresses and other ar
ticles for use in the sick room. These
are loaned in emergency cases anel
after sterilization are returned to the
Red Cross to be used again.
Another and very Important part of
• « • •
the equipment of this office is the model
The nurses express their gratification first aid cabinet which was made by
at the assistance rendered by the the Manual Training classes at the Me
executive committee of which A. W. Lain School.
Gregory is chairman, and the nursing
committee headed by. Rev. W. S.
Rounds.
Another exceedingly valu
Tohave your films promptly
able factor is found in the capable and
unceasing efforts of Mrs. A. F. Lamb,
secretary and treasurer of the chapter.
developed and printed
The question is often heard “Why
should Rockland need a second nurse
send or bring them to
and what will she do when she gets
here?" The Red Cross Nursing Serv
iee makes the following statement in
answer to this:
“A second nurse has been obtained
in order to maintain a well rounded
health program which shall consist of
the following:
"First. A Complete School Program:
This means health teaching In the
schools as a regular part of the lessons.
To do this successfully, health teach
ing must have Its place in the dailyschedule- and be closely adhered Io.
The teacher must expect the nurse at
a stated -hour to give her health talk
as any special teacher would (Io. This
could not be accomplished with one
nurse for this reason. The doctors and
general public expect the Red Cross
Nurse to respond to their calls at any
hour during the day. Should she he
busy at school she would not be avail
able for bed side calls until after school
hours. If she was busy with bed-side
cases she could not be at school, as
scheduled and would so break into
their routin-e that she would not be
permttied to carry this work Into the
schools. This arrangement could hard
ly meet with the approval of the doc
tors and school board to say nothing
of the vast membership of the Red
Cross who are sponsoring this work.
WALDOBORO, ME.
With two nurses on duty this can
easily be avoided. A regular schedule
101-Th-tf
of school work can fie followed with
one nurse on duty as outlined while

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE
WANTED

ANTIQUES
Of All Kinds

Write or Phone 32-3
C. E. MATHEWS

The Tuesday issue of The CourierGazette contained the story of the loss
of the steamer Governor Bodwell Sat
urday night on Spindle Ledge, Swan's
Island.
From the paper’s Swan’s
Island correspondent, Dr. I. B. Gage,
comes the following highly interesting
account in more detail.
On account of the storm and heavy
seas last Friday the mail steamer did
not leave the dock at Swan's Island and
no mail left or arrived. On Saturday
the steamer Gov. Bodwell made her
usual trip to Rockland, and th st afterneon on arrival at Stonington Ctpt.
Harry W. Gray went ashore, reinquiHhlng command to Capt. Roscoe
Kent for the remainder of the voyage
to Swan’s Island. It was blowing a
gale from the west, the temperature
was below zero, the vapor was flying
thick and the early evening settled
lown very dark.
It had previously
>een noted that Halibut Ledge bellmoy was badly iced, and had turned
bottom up, and was not watching
properly, so Capt. Kent hnd to .un fcr
the bell-buoy off Hockamock Head at
the western entrance to Swan’s Island
harbor. When the proper course and
:ime hud been run the buoy could no*,
be found as that too was out of com
mission, due to icing. Just at this time
i blinding-thick snow-squall struck, ob
scuring all marks and bearings, and
almost Instantly the steamboat was too
near the shores of Harbor Island, but
the pilot sheered off and averted distster. Before anyone had time to draw
i deep breath the light on Hockamock
Head loomed up almost aboard and it
was necessary to sheer off to avoid
the rocks, and in the darkness and the
heavy snowsquall it was impossible to
iccurately gauge the distance, and alnost at once the steamer ran hard on
the Spindle Ledge between Harbor
Island and Hockamock Head, driving
the how 30 feet out of water, with the
stern settling.
Distress signals were sounded, and
in response Karl Batcheler and Everett
Carter in the former’s boat put out to
he wreck and safely took off the pas
sengers, and landed them at the wharf.
The captain and crew remained on tho
vessel.'
• • • •
In the late evening with the flood
tide, the vessel filled and with the
heavy seas pounding in from tbe west
ern harbor entrance driven by the
gale which Increased in force, the crew
was forced to abandon ship, and were
taken ashore by motorboat and dory
ind one of the steamer’s boats. Their
rescue was effected with difficulty as
,t was impossible to lay a small boat
alongside, and all hands suffered some
what from exposure and frostbite, be
ing soaked to the skin in the icy water
with the temperature 12 degrees be
low zero. No fatalities occurred. The
first class mail was saved, but the
tecond class mail and freight remained
>n the vessel.
Ship discipline was excellent at all
rimes and Capt. Kent and the crew
ived up to the noblest traditions of the
tea. The wreck was the result of unforseen accidents, and unavoidable, and
10 blame can attach to any one on
board. The non-watching buoys, the
flying vapor and the sudden, blinding
mowsquall contributed to the untoward
result. The steamer is apimrcntly in
t seriously damaged condition, and the
tuestion of salvage cannot as yet be
inswered.
Later—(Sunday afternoon—the main
•abln, or saloon, has broken up and
>een washed away.
Ice is making fast, and in Mackerel
Cove it extends out beyond the moorngs. In Atlantic every object out of
loors is covered with ice from the va
por which has been flying all day.
G. F. Newman ripened his store and
lerved hot coffee and doughnuts to tho
Crew of the wrecked steamer when
they came ashore at midnight.
5 p. m. Sunday. Mall matter and
freight is being washed ashore from
:he wreck, and effort to save all pos
sible Is being made.
MR. DAY’S WILL

The will of the late Hon. Albert R.
Day, former mayor of Bangor, who at
the time of his death was seeking the
Republican gubernatorial nomination,
'eft $25,000 to each of his daughters,
Miss Marlon Day of Bangor and Mrs.
Lawrence _E. Philbrook of Shelburne,
N. H„ the rest of the estate being
piaotd in trust, the net Incftme to be
paid to the widow. Mr. Day taught
school in Vinalhaven many years ago.
Word comes from Treasurer Sanford
of the New England Veteran Firemen’s
League that there are three places
which want the 1924 League muster—
Marblehead. Pawtucket and Bath.
Let's boost the Bath and keep the 75th
mniversary celebration in Maine.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to lire my life again I would h«r«
made a rule to read some poetry and Itaten to
some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
To tha Virgin*. To Moke Much of Time

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may.
Old Time is still a-fly tag:
And this same flower that amllea today
Tomorrow will be dying.
The glorious lamp of heaven, the sun.
The higher he’s a getting,
The sooner will his race be run,
And nearer he’s to setting.

That age ts best which la the first.
When youth and blood are warmer ;
But being spent, the worse, and worst
Times still succeed the former.
Then be not coy. but uae your time.
And while ye may, go marry:
For having lost but once your prime.
You may for ever tarry.

- Robert Herrick (1591-16»<)
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ALL ABOUT ALDRED

THREE-TIM ES-A-WEEK

Two Damariscotta Men Give
Their Version of the Bas
ketball Controversy.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, .lan. 31, 1924.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 29,
1924, there was printed a total of 6.184 copies.
Before me.
FRANK R. MILLER.

WAS ROCKLAND’S NIGHT
homaston High School Loses
Two in the Arcade—Fans
Liked Edwards.

/-Other-Day

iBURPEE

FURNITURE

CO.

USED RANGES AND STOVES

BURPEE’S
BARGAIN
ANNEX

Here are some more trades for you.

Ranges

and Stoves that we have taken in exchange.

Thomaston High School was com
They have been repaired and are in quite good
pletely outclassed by Rockland High
condition. They will go quick at these prices.
Notary Public.
in the Arcade last night, going down
to defeat by a score of 49 to 6. The
??!?
^nriT11 ?; i aTXLLLl?1 o ?
RANGES
isitors seemed completely lost on the
big
playing
surface
and
were
at
no
Perl
Kineo
with
elevated
shelf .............................................. $20.00
.BIBLE THOUGHT
time dangerous. They held the orange
Glenwood B Range ..................... -................................ . ......... 18.50
and black scoreless for half the first
—FOR TODAY—
Gle'nwcod E Range No. 208 .................................................. — 35.00
period until Richard Snow broke away
I Bible Thought! meirorittd, win prove a ][
From
Principal
Ciunie
priceless heritage in after years.
|[
Our Fireside Range ...................... -........................................... 30.00
ith two baskets in rapid succession
Newcastle, Jan. 29.
hereupon the Thomaston defense
>)riiiiiffrrf"Tb'Tii
7?
Queen Hub Range .......................................................... -......... 22.50
Sporting Briitor of The Courier-Ga crumpled
and
thereafter
Captain
Glenwood B Range No. 8 ......... . ..................... -....................
24.00
THERE IS NO FEAR IX I.OVE
zette:—
Snow’s men scored almost at will.
Clarion Range No. 8 ........ ......................................................... 32.00
but perfect love casteth out fear; be
An article appearing in your issue
eehan and Hall were so well covered
New Elmwood Range ................................................................ 16.00
cause fear hath torment. He that fearof Tuesday. January 29th, under the that their famous attack was not even
Home Herald Range, almost new, large ............................... 75.00
eth is not made perfect in love.—I John
caption, “Fans Are Vexed," has been started.
Magee Imperial Range, large, almost new ............. ............. 50.00
4:18.
brought to my attention. Although. I
Xosworthy played the game of his
personally, dislike very much to enter young life and pleased his admirers
PARLOR
HEATERS
Into any sort of controversy over with a series of exceedingly pretty
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Sunshine
Wood
Stove,
open
grate
........................................
10.00
school-boy athletics. In Justice to my baskets.
He was Rockland's chief
Glenwood Wood Parlor, open grate ........... ............................ 38.00
self and the institution which I repre point getter. The Snow brothers ran a
A few dozen Men’s Negligee Shirts in sizes
Glenwood Wood Parlor, open grate ...................................... 15.00
sent, I cannot let some of the remarks pretty race in caging the pill, Richard
Household Open Grate Stove ............................. ....... ............ 25.00
contained in the article go unanswered leading the middle of the second period
14, 15, 15/2, 16'/2. 17
Glenwood Oak Stove, wood or coal ......... ......... ................... 18.00
At a meeting of the coaching of the when Sidney eaged four straight. The
There is every reason to believe that
Comfort Oak Stove, wood or coal ..........................................
9.00
several teams represented in the Knox team play throughout the game was
business generally will prosper in
Glenwood Oak Stove, wood or coal, large ........................... 25.00
Lincoln League held at Newcastle on excellent. The entire second team was
Magee Parlor Stove, wood or coal ......................................
18.00
1924, particularly in the states of the
January 10. the matter of securing put in the last period.
They have been selling for much more
Hub Oak No. 16, wood or coal .............................. ................. 22J)3
Middle West, according to William A.
Before the game Coach Jones said it
competent officials to handle our games
was brought up. It was almost the would be worth the price of admission
Baehr, of Chicago, vice president and
FURNITURE
5 Sheet Iron
4 Oil Heaters
unanimous opinion of the members to see Harry Edwards of Colby work
general manager of the Illinois Power
COMPANY
Wood Stoves
good condition
present that John X. Gllddtn of New as referee and he was a true (prophet.
and Light Corporation. He says: -In
ROCKLAND
castle was the only competent referee Edwards followed the play with an
$4.29
$3.29
spite, of this being Presidential year, I
in this section of the state, and Mr. ease and agility that was astounding
and
though
his
whistle
shrilled
very
believe it will be a good one for the
Sturtevant of Thomaston and Mr.
Hresnehan of Camden stated that they frequently he was always Johnny-onpublic utility companies and industry
were quite willing that he should ref the-spot and kept the game moving
ROCKLAND, MAINE
lands. As regards Los Angeles and
in general. The hanking situation is
SIGHS FOR ZERO
eree their games. I objected .to his rapidly. But three fouls were called
Hollywood guess Justin Cross can tell
sound and prospects now appear ex
handling Lincoln Academy games be during the entire game. Referee Ed
more than I can, although when I
ceptionally bright. I look for a great
cause, as I said, Mr. (Hidden is a grad wards contented himself with giving Twas 1 1 3 in the Engine Room
mail this letter I will probably be
uate of Lincoln Academy as well as a possession of the ball for all minor in
year in building and improvement In
wan'dlring around Hollywood.
HAROLD VINALS “VOYAGE”
underbeat of controlled and suggested personal friend of mine and I did not fractions. The summary:
When
Austin
Day
Went
the public utility business, which
Give mv regards to the barber, and
emi'tion. He is at his best in the sea want to give any reason for question
Rockland
High
School
tell him I would bring KTfn a bottle of
means not only steady employment for Vinalhaven Bey Launches Second poems and in such examples as the ing our integrity. Mr. AJdreel’s name
Through
Culebra
Cut.
Goals Fouls Pts.
"Johnny Walker," which sells at the
Successful Volume of Poems.
following headed "Change:”
wage earners, but also earning power
was suggested, he having written to R. Snow, rf ................
5
1
11
Canal for $1.50 If they would let me
i)
let
the
year
go
over
If
It
will,
S.
8.
Agwimans,
Pacific
Ocean.
for the savings of the thrifty communi
7
0
14
Readers of The Courier-Gazette I What though the hedges curve, swift gros- me as President of the League. Mr S. Snow, if __________
Jan. 19, 1924. bring it aboard, but it can’t toe done.
Sturtevant and Mr. Kresnehan said Nosworthy. c ... ............ 9
beata fly.
0
18
ties invested in the properties that are have been mode acquainted through ; what
I wus going to send a card and have
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
though the starlings blacken a white that they knew him and believed that Ludwig, rb ...................... 1
0
fi
written a book, so guess I will stop.
serving the territory."
sky?
these columns with the poetry of I
As you people at home are probably
he was capable of good officiating. It Green, lb ..... .............. 0
And eager grass climb a late summer hill?
Austin P. Day,
wishing for warm weather thought
was then unanimously voted to engage
Harold Vinal. His first volume of J
The Navy Department is soon to poems, “White April,’’ was put out 11 am as one grown deaf. The wind ni.iv go. him for games in which Lincoln Acad
49 perhaps you might like to hear about
24
a hill, light as a young girl flying.
have as a target for the big guns of its last year by the Yj’le Press, j«- ‘ ’Striking
a hot climate, and this Is It.
STRAND THEATRE
Blue rain may pelt and sea mews start their emy was to participate.
Thomaston High School
We left Fall River Jan. 3 and I
He refereed tiie Thomaston-Lincoln
crying.
battle fleet a partly completed super- second. b< ok "Voyage,” just is u d
Goals
Fouls
Pts.
the ’And whip-poor-will shout when a moon is low. game at Damariscotta a week previous
will say that we simply tumbled out by
It was love at first sight.
She
dreadnaught on which more than $20.- from his own press, carries out
0
0 Block Island. Fer about 48 hours we
pi omise of his first, although in some
to the Rockland contest. ;t»td I did not Hall, lb ......................... 0
0
0 bad some rough weather, and it was loved him from the moment he ap
000.000 has already been expended. The poems he radically departs from his Now the young nights are over, let the snow hear a word of criticism from Mr. Condon rb ..................- 0
Thicken the fences and the thin frost blow
2 not too good all the way to the West peared in the ball room of her fat^gr’s
work of many months is to be sacri aA’ustnmed style. A distinctly differ To the sharp hanks, let slim minnows shiver Sturtevant. In fact, he considered his Kalloch. c ___ _______ 10
Grafton, rf ......... _.... 0
0
0 Indies, but we had fine weather down palatial home—out of the Nowhere.
And sheer ice crackle in the shallow river.
ent
tone
pervades
this
later
volume.
work
"high
class."
although
a
good
ficed when the Washington goes to the
X
0
2 through the Windward Passage and She was the daughter of one of New
many fouls were called on both teams Feehan, If ....... ............ 1
bottom, but her fate is irrevocable be There is the .same smoothness of ut Let the wiki bees go over the rose clover,
Elliot, c ........................ 1
0
2i across tiie Carribeati. to Colon, where York’s richest men. He was only a
terance and fauklosa rhyming, the Seeking hot honey, and round daisies sway
The "fans" in this community said
cause it falls within the agreement as same vivid picturing, but the subject Along the orchard shadows: let the day
violinist—Impoverished
and
we arrived Jan. 12.
We started street
that they did not enjoy the game as
Splinter
to
foggy
ashes
and
go
over.
to limitation of armament. At first matter chingi
through the canal at 10 a. m., Jan. 12 lame. Two terrible handicaps in the
He still sing3 of the
much as some of the rougher ones
Substitutes for Rockland: Demmons and reached Balboa at 8 p. m. It was struggle for a livelihood—and little
blush it seems like unbelievable waste, ea. and still comp se-s beautifully ea- Let tall flags wade along a weedy shore.
that have been played here, but no criti
for R. Snow, Thornton for S. Snow,
Let old trees huddle and fat spiders spin
did she suspect that her father was rebut if limitation of armament will ac der.ced sonnets. In addition, he dis- From branch to branch, webs to bind blue flies cism of any sort was directed at the Murphy for Xosworthy, Rounds for some hot in the Culebra Cut; the en
gine room was 115 and no wind com l sponsible for one and she herself for
ourses ni, re freely of life itself. A
man who was asked to enforce the
in.
complish its purpese it will be twenty human touch is
Ludwig. Wincapaw for Green.
w intensely appar- ! And bluets fringe the edge of a barn d»or.
ing down the ventilator. 1 had a I the other! See how this unusual sitrules to their very letter.
The score: Rockland High 49.Thom very agreeable surprise as we were 'uation is worked out In Burton King's
millions of dollars well sacrifieced.
ent. sometimes
morows, sometimes!.
.
,,
.
...
In
the
Rockland-Lincoln
contest
1 Let nimble ants run over a pebbly floor—
aston High 6. Referee, Elwards of passing through the Gatun locks, the ' new masterpiece, "The Streets of New
ironic, again even crisply tragic. This i Summer does not burn as it did before.
there were several rulings that I might
Colby.
J. L. Lucken-bach was coming from York,” featuring Barbara Castleton
The election of Walter Wyman as comes somewhat as a surprise to Mr.
have
taken
exception
to
also.
As
I
saw
• • • •
In the sea poems. Mr. Vinal waxes
the western end and just as I looked and Edward Earle today and Friday.
Vinal
’
s
audience,
indicating
a
wider
it,
Rockland
scored
two
baskets
after
president of the Central Maine Power
I to a rather more robust vein than in
R.
H.
S.
Girla
38.
T.
H.
8.
Giria
0
Something far out of the ordinary
ever at her somebody yelled hello
scope than they have known to be
| his earlier volume. The t-ang of the the whistle had been blown which were
Co. is very pleasing to the friends and
Coach Sullivan's girls had things Austin and John Leo was laughing at is “One Night in Paris," which wifi’ be
his. He is a conservative poet—that
allowed by the referee. I do not say
I
salt
wind
and
storm
1<
|?sed
sea
is
patrons of that corporation here in is to say the reader will find poetry in
their own way In their game. Breen me. John is second mate on that ship. shown Saturday. The plat concerns
harper, but stiM there is his love of this for the purpose of criticising any had her eye for the basket with her You meet home boys most anywhere the romantic adventures of a gay
Knox county. President Wyman is not conventional firms and meters from
blue water—rougher now.
He has one but simply to show that there Is and caged the ball 12 times during the
when you are riding these ships. I bachelor-about-town, ’town” in this
only personally informed as to the con quatrains to sonnets in this offering ventured farther. This sonnet, headed always more than one point of view.
three periods in which she was in the don’t wonder he laughed for I was case being that dear, gay Paree. As
of perhaps fifty poems. He has al
Mr.
Jones
states
that
he
has
coached
ditions and needs hereabouts, but is
ways been a passionate lover of the ’’Island Born.” already printed in The basketball for four years and he has game. Perry played with her usual burned to the color of a boiled lob sisted by exceptionally clever subtitles,
known to be in sympathy with plans sea so that it :•< not surprising to find ! Courier-Gazette, forms an introduction
the story unfolds with a whizz and a
never had a member of his team dis snap, making five baskets and making ster.
which make for the betterment of those here a large number of poems dealing • to the book and is at Mr. Vinal’s qualified before. I do not doubt his scores of pretty passes to Breen. Grif
We left the canal at S p. m. and for bang, and the series of amusing situ
I gravest best:
fin
played
a
whale
of
a
game
at
guard
a week we have passed mountains of ations will keep the audience in an
conditions. The prosperity and expan with different aspects of the sea. of
word for one moment, but when college
Aly mother bore me in an island town,
its islands. |1 So
aggregations have man after man and more than ever convinced her large Central America and of Mexico, and uproar.
sion of the public utilities corporation them n- i t hern evaet vand
.
, .
I love windy weather and the sight
Earle Williams stars In the other
Jo say that Mr.»\ ;nal is a conser-j of luggers sailing by in thick moonlight—
ejected because of the personal foul following that she can qualify as the they are some high. We are passing
cannot fail to be advanced under th- vative poet does not'mean that he is.1 Wvar die sea as others wear a crown
best guard in the State., The substi through schools of big fish all the time Saturday feature. “Bring Ilim In." A
rule. I do not consider it beyond the
tutes made prospects very bright for and see a shark once in a while, but girl enters the eden of the hunted
new leadership.
a CO11V. ' '
I
He hbfl been
r
.<l-innlii« water.
impossible to have school-boys, ordi
. ..
.. . , .
,
.
Water was the first sound upon my ears,
the most fun is to watch the turtles man and she almost brings about his
lather widely pu.).*shed .n magazines i And near the sea her mother bore her daughter, narily green and inexperienced, ruled next year. The summary:
with the gulls riding on their backs. downfall: but ur.llke Eve of old this
R. (4. 8. Girla
An item is going the rounds of the and a considerable favorite with au-|And there were windows looking on the wiers. out for rule infractions.
Goals Fouls Pts. Sometimes there will be three and four modern woman rescues her Adam from
Mr. Jones also seems to take excep
State papers to the effect that Rock thol'gists as well as with these col I Ever a wind Is moaning where I go,
umn is'ts who garner verse from week I r.evvr stand at night upon a quay.
the penalty and in some unusually
1
23 gulls on one turtle.
tions to the fact that although Stevens Breen, rf ........ ........... 11
land is hoping to get a new Postoiflce to week. Vinal is nearly always ar But
I must strain my eyts for sails that blow, our right forward, had three personal Perry, If ........... ........... 5
This Pacific may be all right, but dramatic sequence saves the day. The
0
10
with the expiration of its lease in Sav resting for a certain freshness and ’ But I must strain n<. eyts to hear the sea.
0
0 just at present I wouldn't mind seeing nan, a thorough sport, faces punish
fouls called on him during the first Cole, c ............... ........... 0
Mj mother bore me in an island town—
ings Bank block. Even the Bath delicate harm that is not without an i 1 wear the sea as others wear a crown.
«
0 that themometer on the Corner Drug ment unflinchingly and even saves the
half, nevertheless he played through Trafton, sc ..... ........... 0
life of his pursuer when he knows that
0
0 Store when it is down around zero.
Times, published in a neighboring city
the second half without committing Griffin, rg ...... ........... 0
We are bound for San Pedro, which by so doing he will be captured. It
0
0
one. Is such a feat impossible? The Coltart, Ig ........ ........... 0
falls for the story, although Publisher
—4
—
— is the port of Los Angeldfc and will load is an absorbing mystery picture in
boy knew what he was up against: 1
Xichols must know that Rockland lias
16
1
33 there for some Atlantic port. Of course which 'the suspense is sustained until
ordered him to play nothing but the
^ou know Fred S. Packard is cap the end.—adv.
one of the best federal buildings in t)he
T. H. S. Girls
ball during the second half and I be
tain of this ship and at present he is
State and probably no superior for a
lieve it is to his credit rather than to
Goals Fouls Pts. quite busy doctoring the crew for sun
the discredit of "the referee that he Kellar, rf ........ ............ 0
city of the size, in New England. Some
0
0 burn, etc. He rubs it Into me for
EMPIRE THEATRE
played throughout the contest.
Thorndike, If ... ........... 0
0
o wishing for cold weather, but give me
other Rockland, gentlemen.
As regards the three Rockland boys Mossman. c .... ........... 0
0
0 the New England climate in prefer
Today will be the final showing of
who were forced to retire. I do not Keizer, sc ........ . .......... 0
<5 Pretty cold last week and the toughest month in
0
0 ence to 115 in the shade. But of
If it is true that 100,000 persons were
Neal Hart in "The Fighting Strain,”
think that their committing of fouls Comstock, rg ... ........... 0
0
0 course it is fine on deck. We ought to
the whole year just ahead of us. These are the days
murdered under the Lenine regime in
was in the least intentional. I believ Young, lg ........ .. .......... 8
•
0 make the point of Lower California a powerful arkl a different story from
Russia, and that the reign of terror was
with Mr. Jones that Richard Snow is
that good underwear feels goods. Better be safe
tonight and be in San Pedro about 4 any of the previous pictures. There
clean sportsmanlike player, a credit to
greater than in Ivan’s time, why is it
than sorry.
days from today—and
we
won't will also be a two reel comedy and a
Rockland
High,
but
I
do
not
believe
Substitutes for Rockland. Egan for see much of anything but water and Review.
that 400,000 Russians passing his bier
that he is infallible. My boys hav Breen, Hodgkins for Perry, Leonard for
"Hell’s Hole," starring Charles Jones
sky until we get in by Catalina Is
gave evidence of apparent sorrow? The
Good Heavy Undershirts and Drawers ........ ,............. 98c, $1.75, $2.50
been ruled out of contests from time to Cole. Smith for Trafton, Stevenson for
w.111 be played beginning Friday for
G:od Heavy Union Suits ..................... .............. $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $3.50
ways of Russia are past the average
time, but my faith in their spirit of Griffin, Koster for Coltart.
two day’s is of unusual interest. “Hell's
Army Flannel Shirts ..................................................................... $2.50, $3.00
fair play has not suffered thereby.
The score: R. H. S. 33. T. H. S. 0.
man’s understanding.
Hole’’ takes its name from the dy
Ail Wool Pants—medium and heavy..................................................... $5.00
Ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner and Referee, E. Flanagan.
namic climax to which the story
Stockings of all kinds and description .............................. 25c to $1.00
the two lady spectators are doubtless
Senator James A. Reed, who has just
speed's, with Jones “stepping on the
Laced Pants—khaki or corduroy ............................................... $3.98, $4.50
honest in their belief that Mr. Aldred
PARK
THEATRE
action," with characterized daring and
Golf Stockings ............................................................. 50c, $1.00, $1.25, $2.00
announced his candidacy for th Pres
was guilty of coaching Lincoln Acad
abandon. The big highlight preceding
Ail Wool Sweaters ................................................. $500, $300, $7 60, $3.50
idential nomination in the Democratic
emy players, but the boys maintain
the climax is the onslaught of an av
The new photoplay "Does It Pay?"
All V.'ool Mackinaws ........................................ $8.00, $3 00, $14.00, $15.00
that the statement is absolutely with
party, is "from Missouri.” So also is
alanche, especially staged for this pic
Winter Hats and Caps ................................... 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
now playing at the Park Theatre
out
foundation,
and
I
am
conceited
William G. McAdoo, who is going to
Burns Vapor fBcr: r»'.iri
ture in the California hills. This av
Winter Gloves or Mittens ......................................................... 25c to $2.00
enough to believe that Lincoln Acad brings out in a novel way the old
alanche. vigorous hi Me -conception
contest the field to see who will get
All Wool Pants for boys that neither snow or cold can get
Saves Oil
Gasoim.
emy students tell their principal the time saying that every woman is a
and ttori’.ling in its execution-, buries
through and ones that don’t wear out .............„....................... $3.C0
the Missouri delegation to the New
(ruth.
vamp, but that the grades vary. In
the cabin in which Charleys Jones, as
Boys’ Laced Pants—khaki cr corduroy ................................. . $3.98, $4.50
York convention.
In conclusion, allow me to say that this picture, Hope Hampton, the feat
Tod Musgrave, holds his treacherous
(There are double knees and seats—made for hard wear)
Lincoln Academy has always stood for ured player, supported by a splendid
friend and the girl he loves captive.
fair play, and we. as a consequence, do array of players, enacts the role of
For Ladies' Hose we have a good line in cotton, lisle, silk and
Both political parties will do their
The picture exemmences with one of
not like the “mud" which has been Doris Clark, a highly sensitized vamp,
wool, wool, and silk, at ......................... 50c, 75c, $1.00, $150, $2.00
"choosing up" next week, preparatory
those characteristic Jones exhibitions
thrown
in
our
direction
by
the
article
who
marshals
her
charms
and
proceeds
to the municipal campaign. The
—a-free-for-all fight, feverish, primi
afore-mentioned;
to concentrate them on John Weston,
tive.
Democrats start the ball a-rolling next
Robert
Ciunie.
Jr.,
a
man
of
wealth
and
social
prominence
Ptayl-ng the feminine lead is Ruth
Tuesday night when they will nomi
Principal Lincoln Academy
with the set purpose of winning him
Clifford. Maurice B. Flynn is a con
nate a candidate for mayor who is said
«
•
•
♦
from
his
family
and
gratifying
her
own
vincing heavy. Others in the cast in
to have already been picked out by the
umbiaion through marrying him.
clude Kathleen Key, Hardy Kirkland
city committee.
The Democratic ^HltliiiitilililiihiliilliliilldtlllldiiiililljltililfillllllllUIIIUllillllliililiUlMHIIItlMIIIHItl^
Ex-Editor Singer’s Rebuke
“
Flaming
Barriers.
”
enough
thrills
and Eugene Pallette, who plays a Mex
ward caucuses will be held Wednesday
Damariscotta, Jan. 30
for a full length serial are incorporated
ican pscudo-beavy to the real villain
night. The Republicans then take the
Dear Courier-Gazette:—
in the George Melford Paramount pro
of Flynn. "The Steel Trail" with Wil
stage, nominating their candidate for
Your frantic eiTorts to furnish an alibi duction of “Flaming Barriers" which
liam Duncan, and a comedy will clmmayor Thursday night and their can
for the licking the Rockland team r
I
comes to the Park Theatre for a two
plete the program.—adv.
didates for aldermen Friday night.
ceived at the hands of Lincoln Acad days' run on Frhtdy. Jacqueline Lo
oar No
There’s plenty of gossip as to the Re
emy are all right so long as you stick gan, Antonio Mioreno and Walter Hlers
SOtOMOMi
publican mayoralty nominee, but there
ottVorM'o
to facts and give both teams the same are featured players and In the por
Io imorset
CxiwoNtaM
is no hand picked candidate in sight.
to day*
g
HARRY B. BRADBURY, owner of the original and
treatment. For instance your approval trayal of their respective roles they
HgMte
of Mr. Ciunie for checking tBe Twin
accomplish death defying feats such
|
only
CUT
PRICE
SHOE
STORE
in
Rockland,
in
John P. Larkin, Deputy Collector of
Village people from disturbing., the ais would put fearless circus perform
Internal Revenue, will be at the Post- H
Rockland players when trying the free ers to shame. Miss Logan pilots an
addition to saving you from 4 to 3 dollars on each
office building, room 1, from Feb. 1-9,
throw is commendable.
Mr. Clun
aeroplane over a flaming forest and
wrth the exception of Gth and 7th, for g
Is a sportsman and insists on the team drives a fire truck over a bridge en
pair of Shoes purchased of him, will give you a
to have thia wonderful new Aladdin coal
the purpose of assisting taxpayers in
being sportsmen also. His action veloped In ftwnes. Mr. Moreno has
oil (kerosene) mantle lamp demonstrated
Free
1
icket
for
the
Park
Theatre
with
every
pair
of
right in your own home. You don’t need
filing their current income tax returns.
should not be regarded as anything but his hands full in quenching the fire as
A-1 Condition
to pay ut a cent unless you are perfectly
Deputy Larkin reports that taxpayers
decency.
But,
if
commendable
in
him.
satisfied and agree that it is the best oU
it
licks
itts
way
toward
a
gasoline
H
Slices,
Men
’
s
or
Boys
’
.
Shoes
are
cheaper.
Don
’
t
are filing their returns much earlier
Can Ba Soon at th.
lamp you ever saw.
why not criticise the Rockland people supply truck, throwing herself full
than usual, one reason being that the =2
who fairly raised—well—the roof.when length upon the flames with a soaked
pay any more than my prices—
Twice the Light
FIREPROOF
GARAGE
forms were in their hands much earlk r
Lincoln players were trying for a has mattress, saving hundreds of lives of
On Half the Oil
than usual. Another reason is that the
ket from a foul? The Damariscotta excursionists who are trapped hy the
Or TEL. 97
Recent tests by the Government andnoted
average taxpayer is anxious to get the
people did not make any noise under conflagration. These and other thrills
eoentisU at 35 leading Universities prove
task over with as soon as possible.
those circumstances till goaded to It galore distinguish this production.
MR.
GOLDBERG
mor*lh,n tw1°*
Deputy Larkin will be in Warren Feb.
light and burns Isas
than half as much
by the fiendish racket of tile Rockland —Adv.
9-tf
oil
as
the
best
round
wick,
open
flame
6 and 7.
crowd.
55
Boys’ Slices—
lamps on the market Thus the Aladdin
Again, why not mention the fact that
will pay for itself many timet over in oil
eared, to aav nothing of the increased
when the Rockland player was ruled losing, what good does it do to hire a
The certificate of incorporation of
quantity and quality of pure white light
off for four fouls he called Mr. Aldred college coach now? Mr. Aldred ab
the Marine Supply, Inc., organized at
it producer A style for every need.
solutely
refuses
to
referee
when
Rock

by
the
nastiest
term
that
can
be
used
Rockland, was approved Tuesday at
$1000.00
Be
land
is
a
contestant.
He
feels
unable
and
which
entitled
the
Rockland
boy
the office of tihe attorney general. The
5L
Every pair of standard make and guaranteed. A full
PLUMBING
by the Mantle Lamp Company—the larg
•to a skip across the mouth. Many to strike back when Insulted and will
purpose of the corporation is to deal
est Coal Oil (kerosene) mantle lamp house
heard this and all know it. The claim not subject himself to any more filthy
in lubricating oil and conduct a gen S
line of Women’s Shoes in the spring at cut prices too.
fa the world—to gay person who shows
SHEET METAL WORK, 8Tt)VE
that Obadiah Gardner heard Aldred epithets and oils stand is to be admired.
them an oil lamp equal to the Aladdin,
eral store: capital stock, $10,000, all
ANO FURNACE REPAIRING
would they dare Invite such comparison
coaching the Lincoln Academy team At thia end of the line it looks as if
common: nothing paid in: par valu of
wi:h allother lights if there were any doubt
BRADBURY
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
is too- foolish. Mr. Aldred’s main fault there were some poor losers In Rock
shares, $100; three shares subscribed:
about the superiority of the Aladdin ?
PIPE ahd PIPELES& FURNACE8,
seems to be that he knows the game land. The story in Tuesday’s Courierdirectors—President, Alan L. Bird of
Let Ub Call and Show You
and Insists on its being played. When Gazette is regrettable as It cannot but
Rockland; treasurer, Jessie M. Stew ~
Thio CKsatest of AU Lights
Opposite Hctcl Rockland.
Only Store of its kind in the city.
HOT WATER AND STEAM
the Thomaston game was played here, arouse bitter feelings, but at that I
art of Tbomastcn, and Lillian B.
HEATING
his strict interpretation of ruk will state without any hesitation that
Harter of Rockland.
j
Headquarters for Arrowsmith Arch Supports
rattled the Lincoln team sadly at first, when Rockland has a chance to shoot
20 Franklin 8troat, • • Roekland
but that didn't make any difference. a goal from a foul Friday night that
Robert XJ. Collins is prepared to ren5-Th- 14
Tolophono 424-1
THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 27-3.
There was no beefing here. But, If the hall will be as quiet as a church.
?r assistance in making out income iillllllliUillllliHiililiinillilllihiHHIillillllilM
/
187-tf
ll
‘
Th-17
Aldred
was
at
fault
for
Rockland
Oeori«
W.
Singer.
ix returns.—adv.
tf
The Sporting Editor is in receipt of
two ktters from Damariscotta giving
Lincoln Academy’s side of the attack
on Referee’s Aldred’s fairness in the
Rockland High-Lincoln Academy bas
ketball game last Friday night. The
ktters follows:
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“KEEP COOLIDGE”

81.00

BURPEE

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.

I

ER’S

Wonderful New
Goal Oil Light

WIJLLIS

TREE

AVER

p“M"eS™e

FREE

WhH«UgM

Coslt Y#u Nothing

|

$3.95, $4.45, $4.95, $5.45, $5.95

I

$1.85, $2.45, $2.95, $3.45

wn

|

’S

Ohn

CUT PRICE SHOE STORE

PHILIP SEEKINS

FOR SALE
DODGE COUPE

E. Howard Crockett

MADE GREAT HIT

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIQHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 1—'Health Meeting at High School as
sembly hall. Public Invited.
Feb. 1—(7.1r») Address by Secretary E. W.
MacDonald “Rockland’s New City Charter,”
Woman's Educational Club.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Pioneer Grange, East Union.
Feb. 4—Monthly meeting of City Government.
Feb. 5—-Democratic mayoralty caucus in
City Council Chamber.
Feb. 6—Democratic caucus In the ward
rooms.
Feb. 6—Rockport, Basketball (League) Rock
land High School vs. Rockport High School.
Feb. 7—Camden—Senator Ralph Brewster of
Portland addresses Board of Trade on "Town
Management.”
Feb. 7—Republican majforalty caucus in
City Council chamber.
Feb. 8—Republican ward caucuses in the
ward roffins.
Feb. 8—Camden, Basketball (lx*ague) Rock
land High vs. Camden High.
Feb. 11—Republican Club, men and women,
meet with Mrs. Esther B. Bird, 37 Limerock
street.
Feb. 15—Vinalhaven—Valentine Ball under
auspices V. H. 8.
Feb. 15—(7.15) Address, Maine's Greatest
Needs, Hon. W. R. Pattangall. Augusta, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club.
Feb. 13—Basketball (League) Rockland High
School vs. Camden High School In the Arcade.
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair.
Feb. 20—Mftnthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Feb. 21-23—Grand Opera in Portland.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Camden—Annual Ball of Atlantic
Engine Co.
Feb. 22-23—Winter carnival at Damariscotta.
Feb. 23-March 9—Special meetings led by
Di. G. R. Stair. First Baptist Church.
Mar. 7—(7.15) Address by Hon. Frank G.
Farrington of Augusta before Woman’s Edu
cational Club at the Methodist vestry.
March 8-15—Boston Automobile Show.
April 3—Republican State Convention In
Portland.
April 9— Congregational ladies sale.

ONLY GRAND OPERA IN MAINE THIS WINTER

5 THE SAN CARLO OPERA COMPANY
JEFFERSON THEATRE, PORTLAND

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, FEB. 21, 22, 23
THE

Friday Matinee—La Boheme—with Anna Fitziu
Friday Evening-—City Council Night—A Double Bill
Pagliacci and Cavalleria Rusticana
Saturday Matinee—Madame Butterfly
Saturday Evening—11 Trovatore
Fortune Gallo, Impresario
Aldo Franchetti, Director

Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters
of Thomaston, have invited Ivanhoe
Temple to attend its installation to
morrow evening. Supper will be served
at 6 o'clock.

Several matters of importance to all
members is in line for next Friday
evening’s meeting of ‘the Veteran
Firemen’s
Association.
Secretary
Lawry asks a good attendance.
A Westinghouse 10 h. p. generator
set has been installed at 'the Strand.
Theatre. You cannot fail to note the
result—much clearer pictures, whLcrf
will be even clearer when “Curley*’ has
it working to perfection.
Harry A. Mather of Northampton,
X. H. asks in a letter to Secretary
Lawry’ of the R. V. F. A. if the boys
will attend the Bath muster July 4.
•'We’ll be there stronger than ever,”
answered Secretary Lawry.

6Wb of the largest and most enthu
siastic meetings of the Parent-Teacher
Association was held Monday night
in the High School assembly hall,
when the classical students presented
a play entitled “A Roman School," bySusan Paxon. with the following cast:
Magistert teacher) Havenor Cassens
Norman Waldron
Servl (slaves)
Hugh Little
Clifton Cross
Wendell Thornton
Paedagogl (guardians)
Chauncey Stuart
Disdpull (pupils):
Marcus Tullius Cicero, Philip Rounds
Quintus Tullius Cicero, Horace Maxey
Lucius Sergius Catalina,
Donald Thomas
Marcus Ar.tonius,
Abraham Fein
Gains Julius Caesar,
Arthur Orne
Appius Claudius Caecus
Charles Tweedie
Gnaeus Pompeius,
George Philliiw
Publius Clodlus l'uleher,
Oliver Rollins
Marcus Qunius Brutus,

Evening $3.00 to $1.00.

Afternoon, $2.50 to $4.00

Seats on sale after Feb. 10, M. Steinert & Sons Co., 517 Congress Street, Portland

Herbert Clark, a Rockland boy. help
ed organize a State of Maine Club in
Syracuse, N. Y„ the other night.
What would such an organization be
without the help of somebody from
Rockland.

ON

A startling feature of last night's
basketball game was the noisy signal
used by time-keeper Cecil Benson. It
was apparently a 44-eallbre revolver
and every discharge deafened half the
house and nearly suffocated the gun
man and his neighbors . Ix-t us hope.

TO

LINCOLN

A special rate has been obtained from the Maine Central Rail

road so that those wishing to accompany the Rockland High School
Basketball Team to Lincoln Academy Friday, tomorrow night may

leave here on the regular 5.25 train and return by special after the

Call up CHISHOLM’S CANDY STORE, Telephone 374-M,

game.

and engage a passage NOW.

All desiring to go should get their

names to Chisholm’s or the High School Building at the earliest

HOW’S THE WEATHER?

moment today—Thursday.

Mild, thank you. Wednesday
morning the temperature , had
risen to 30 above, and at 3
o’clock in the afternoon there
was a decided suggestion of
of spring with' the mercury
showing 46 above, and little
snow on the ground.
This
morning the Weather Bureau
said “fair and colder, with fresh
winds,” a prediction which was
justified by the clearing skies in
the west. Charlie Lawry, who
keeps a faithful
record of
weather statistics, tells me that
snow has fallen on five days and
rain on four days during the
month which ends today. The
27 Ih was the coldest day (20
below) and the the 30th was the
warmest day (46 above). The
average temperature was 21
above.—The Weather Man.

DO

IT

NOW

New Year's resolutions are apparently being kept better than ordinarily
in Roekland and vicinity. Up to this
morning (last day of the month) there
had been but three ca9os of intoxi
cation before Judge Miller In Rock
land Municipal Court.
There were
Chamber of Commerce members who
three other trials but all three of the
attend the open forum at Hotel Rock
cases originated in 1923.
land tomorrow night will have an opixirtunity to learn what has been done
Sunday marked the completion of
about the proposed High School build
the third year of the pastorate of Rev.
ing, as Mayor Brown is to be present
Benjamin P. Browne with the First
in response to an invitation to ad
Baptist church, an occasion that was
dress the Chamber on that subject.
observed’ by the church members in a
The value of the telegraph wire to the
John Ripley Howard is coasting
very large attendance on the Tuesday
business
man
will
be
explained
by
J.
down Warren street this winter on a
evening prayer and conference meet
C.
Hate
of
the
Western
Union
Tele

sled over 60 years old. It was made
graph Co, The supper will be served ing. which was of unusual interest.
for John’s .grandfather, Harvey W.
Capt. Harry Gray and Purser Charles
Last week saw the birthday anniver
Howard* of Maverick Square by the R. Libby of the ill fated steamer Gov. at 6.30.
sary of Mr. Brow/ie, which was recog
late Charles Fillmore who lived on Bodwell were In the city yesterday.
'nized by members of his church with
Broad wuy. In due course of time the The former brought some very inter
The entire store privileges of the substantial gifts. The three years'
son Fred grew to sliding age and used esting pictures of the wreck, although Salvation Army block are now engaged
service of Mr. Browne have been
the same sled. At this time it was there isn't much now to photograph, and by March first each show window marked by a growing prosperity on the
on Matiniotis island. Last week it for only the bow is out at high water. will give evidence of a building in full
part of the church and a steadily in
was brought to this city and is giving The steamer Vinalhaven made a round commission. The tenants, beginning
creased loyalty and affection by its
good service for the third generation trip Tuesday and la now on the South with the north store, will be: Arthur
members, both toward their pastor and
_____________
t
Railway being put in readiness for Shea Co., plumbers; Miss Mabelle toward Mrs. Browne, who ably seconds
The Davis Garment shop, corner of her unexpected winter duties. If all Brown, beauty parlors; George A. him in all the activities of the church
Main and Elm streets, is now having a goes well the Vinalhaven will be on the Wooster, market; Business & ITofes- and in particular through her musical
sional Woman’s Club-room; Wm. T. abilities, with which she is unusually
Anal clean-up on furs, suits, coats, route tomorrow.
Smith, plumber. President George B. endowed.
d ’esseg and a few fur coats.—adv.
Food Sale Saturday afternoon at Wood of the local directorate is solicit
ing a small subscription to help tide
The M“n's Brotherhood Bible Class
Don't forget the dance at Odd Fel Burpee Furniture Co. to be given by
over the affairs of the Army until the of the First Baptist Church held its
lows hall Friday evening, the 25th. Mrs. J. Y. ‘Sullivan and Miss Mary
rents from the property shall begin to semi-annual jollification and election
One of the old-fashioned kind.—adv. Birmingham, housekeepers of the Cath
come in.
of officers in the church parlors last
olic Coffee Party.—adv.
13-14
13-14
night. The affair waa a pronounced
and hilarious success, due largely to
the energy of the teacher, Frank H.
Ingraham. Thirty-five sat down to a
super-exe"llent supper served by the
men following' which come games and
stunts under the direction of Charles
D Wentworth. Mr. Ingraham had the
vital statistics of the class and the
euestlonnuire totals brought forth
gales of laughter. A short musical
program was presented, Including a
piano solo by Havenor Cassens, a vo
27c; FORES................. 22c; CHOPS............ ... 37c
cal solo hy Rev. B. P. Browne and the
.. 35c. STEW LAMB ... 23c. FLANKS ’... 9c
class song, sung to the tune Battle
RIB ROASTS
Hymn of the Republic;

E. T. G. Rawdnn, who was raised a
Mason May 10, 1870, and who served as
worshipful master of Rockland lodge
from Jan. 1, 1876 to Jan. 1878, is the
possessor Qf a time-worn copy of “The
Freemason’s Monitor, or Illustrations
of Masonry” compiled by Thomas
Smith W<bb, and published in two
parts in IMS. The book was originally
the property of Thompson Rawson, in
1819, and has been in the family 104
years.

COBB’S

Mrs. If.. L. Stevens of Limerock
street will lead the Catechism lessrn
of the Constitution of the United
States at the Woman's Educational
Club meeting Friday evening.
•

DEAL ON

Quintus Hortensius Ilortalus,
Wilbur Frohock
Lucius Liclnlus Lucullus,
Chanles Freeman
Gaius Claudius Marcullus,
Roland Rackliff
Marcus Claudius Marcellus.
Saul Polise
Indices (judges):
Aulus Licit:iu« Archais.
Haymond PerryPublius Licinitis Crassus, Julius Fein
Gaius Liclnlus Crassus Adulescemi,
Charles Coughlin
Herald, Winifred Coughlin
1’lanist, Wlnola Riehan
The tunica were made under the
direction of Miss Piper by the fresh
men girls of tile Domestic Science.
Music was rendered hy Havenor Cas
sens, Saul Polise and Abram Fein and
this together with the selection of the
Glee Club added much to the enjoy
ment of the evening
The students rendered the difficult
lines with dase and their clear enun
ciation and natural presentation called
forth many praises from their audi
ence. The i>lay was coached and’ar
ranged by Miss Ethel Howard, the
popular Batin teacher.
The play was remarkably handles!
and most cordially received by the
audience. Philip Rounds was surely
transplanted 2000 years and Charles
Coughlin made the big hit of the even
ing in his declamation which was a
side-splitter from start to finish. All
the youngsters were proficient in their
parts.
• * • •
Miss Marion Pease, so pleasantly
remembered by many students, is
teaching in Scarsdale, N. Y„ and at
no great distance from her Miss Paul
ine Stewart works at Passaic, N. J.
....
Miss Marion French is sub-principal
of a high school on Long Island and is
taking a special course in Columbia.
Recently a notice from a teachers’
agency in Philadelphia was received
at the school. On the front jmge was
the names of the proprietors, among
them Earle F. Maloney, who before
he engaged in the business wag an in
structor in Girard College.
....
The long and tedious work of the
ear and eye test has 'been completed
by the Red Cross nurses.
They
caused very little confusion and were
a pleasant addition to the High School
faculty.
• • • •
Up to and including Jan. 17 five new
students have entered the school.

Rank-s aro out for every student
Monday, Feb. 4.
• • *1 •
Rehearsal for the orchestra Friday
afternoon at 3.45, Mr. March conduct
ing.
• • * *
The Debating Society are holding
conferences and taking a great deal
of interest in the work. The boys have
joined the Bates Ix-ague and wiM
probably meet the teams Lp the other
schools in 'this vicinity.

ORANGE PRESERVES, 1 lb. jars............. 17c; 6 for...............$1.00
.
(Come in and sample it)
%
GORDON&DILWORTH ORANGE MARMALADE, 1 lb. jar 29c

GORDON & DILWORTH RASPBERRY and CURRANT, 29c
GORDON&DILWORTH STRAWBERRYand RASPBERRY 37c
All regular 50c goods
“GRIME-OFF” HAND SOAP, 10c size, 6 for ............. t. 25c
SUNBRITE CLEANER, 8 cans............... !.................................. .’... 25c

CANNED BLACKBERRIES....................10c; 3 for....................... 25c
— - ■

-

-------------

STRAWBERRIES, AND EVERYTHING ELSE THAT’S IN THE
MARKET
HALIBUT,

HADDOCK,

OYSTERS,

QUALITY

FINNAN HADDIE

COBB’S

CLEAN

CLAMS,

SCALLOPS,

SERVICE

SANITARY

It Isn’t any trouble gist to

s-m-l-l-e, •
It Isn’t any trouble just to ■ m-i-l-o,,

8c laugh wlivn yisi’re In trouble. It will vanish
like a babble.
It you only take the trouble just to s-m-i-l-e.

The Northerfd is holding open house
today in honor of its newest asset, the
Trainer branch bakery. The new es
tablishment is located in the building
next south of Rankin block so long
coupled by C. C. Wtolker. The build
ing has been thoroughly renovwteu
and equipped with an all glass front
and rroessed doorway. The two dis
play windows are done in white enam
el, glasses! in, have hardwood floors
and powerful electric lights. The in
terior is all in white with fine silent
salesman cases in which to display the
tasty Trainer wares. The walls are
lined with shelves protected from
dust and dirt by sliding glass doors. At
the rear It, a lunch counter for the
serving of coffee, ‘sandwiches. light
lunches and Ixtkery products. A ca
pacious store room is provided at the
rear. The case on the southern side
of the store will be used for candy
display. The lighting is dofle by .pow
erful Cempco lights which have gained
■such popularity of tote. The man
ager of the establishment will be
Clayton B. GWIey, one of the city’s
best known business men and' one
very jstpular in his Section of the
city. With the addition of two such
notable business homes as the above
and the fine Hhute barber shop the
Xorthend can well call it. a merry
January.

The ladles In charge of the Ice cream
table of the St. Bernard’s Coffee Party
will have a baked bean supper next
Saturday night at the Knights of Col
umbus hall.—adv.

HOME COMFORTS
Comfort and beauty in the home are
essential to its well being. We are
offering for-—

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY
Two specials of great t,eauty which at
the same time provide a maximum of
restful ease.
This beautiful—

DAY BED

Single or double, is symmetrical in
proportions, and upholstered in heavy
cretonnes of rare beauty,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Mary M. (Doucette) wife of Thomas
Mouiaison died suddenly last Sunday
of heart trouble at 'her home 79 Broad
and up
way. aged 64 years.
The deceased
was born In Salmon River, N. S., where
THE SLIDING COUCH
she lived until she came to Rockland
with her family 30 years ago. She is
survived by her husband, Thomas
Mouiaison, six childTen—John B. ami
Raymond J. Mouiaison—Mrs. Sanford
W. Delano and Emma Mouiaison of
Rockland, William H. Mouiaison of
Brooklyn and Mrs. Lionel Saulnier of
Meteghan, N. S. She is also survived
by 16 grandchildren and three great Is always a convenience and a source
grandchildren.
of satisfaction.
Mrs. Mouiaison was a member of St.
BernardTs parish.
The funeral Her FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
vices were held at St. Bernard’s
church Tuesday morning and the
burial was at Thomaston. The bearers
were Charles Coughlin, Eugene Har
rington, Jnseph Adanks,
Valentine
Chisholm, David L. McCarty and
Nicholas T. Murray.

♦ * ♦ *

legs..........

___ BARGAINS—-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

MRS MARY MOULAISON

The mid-year examinations are be
ing held and the teachers are trying
hard to make up work lost hy illness.
A notice on the board in Room 1 has
announced that the years work is half
done.

By A. M K

ALL OTHER MEATS IN ABUNDANCE
ROLLED CORNED BEEF, pound .,.................................................. 8c

In Rockland Municifial Court this
■morning probable cause wtis found in
the case of Alexander McCormick, a
Bath automobile painter, who was
charged with a statutory offense, and
bail was fixed in the sum of $1000.
The solitary witness was Mildred
Quimby, 13 years of age, who is mak
ing her home with her grandmother,
Mrs. Julia Shaw, T street. The girl
told of improper relations 'With Mc
Cormick at her grandmother’s home
and during visits to'his boarding place
in Bath.
Charles T. Smalley appeared for the
respondent at the request of the lat
ter’s employes, the Bath Motor Mart,
but introduced no defense at this time.

Herbert Prescott

Anna Fitziu,
Tairtaki Muira,
Elda Vettori,
Sofia Maslova,
Guilio Fregosi,
Colin O’More,
Maurizio Dalumi,
Graham Marr, Sofia Charlebois, Charles E. Galagher
and others
PRICES:

McCORMICK HELD

“A Roman School” Scores At Bath Man in Rockland Court
Parent-Teacher Meeting—
Charged With a Serious
High School Gossip.
Offense.

THE PRINCIPALS

Ruth Mayhew Tent, will hold its next
regular meeting iu G. A. R. hall Mon
day evening at 7.30. There wild be an
initiat:on.

.Tames P. -Carver is in Boston this
week on business.-—not dodging mayor
alty lightning as some of his envious
friends at The Brook are claiming.

OPERAS

Thursday Evening—Governor’s Night—Madame Butterfly

M. B. Perry is enlarging his garage
on Broadway.

SMELTS,
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Every-Other-Day

$17.50

$1150

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

There Is no medicine that will
|rest you, it you are tired you
need either more sleep or food.
Rockland Red Cross.

+

L. MARCUS

313 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
MARRIED
Vosc-Crle—Searsmont. Jan. 26, by Rev. E.
E. Harrison, Alfred Vose of Liberty and
Miss Margery Urie of Searsmont.

NISH
1856

•^Monuments

E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

DIED
Marshall—Rockport. Jan. 30. Harold, son of
John and Mabel Marshall, aged 3 months.
Pierce—South Thomaston. Jan. 29, Korte
(Know) wife of Samuel Pierce, aged 67 years.
Funeral this afternoon ut 2 o’clock from the
heme.
CARD OF THANKS

BORN
Scoog—Vinnlhaven, Jan. 124. to Mr. and Mrs'.
Fritz Scoog (Miss Gloria Wanda) a daughter.
Taylor—Winthrop. Mass.. Jan. 30. to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Taylor (Bessie Southard), a
son.
Fassett—Malden. Mass., Jan. —, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter E. Faasett, formerly of Rock
land, twin daughters.
Lenfest—North Washington, Jan. 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Lenfest, a son.—Frederick
Charles.

We the undersigned wish to thank our kind
MeadS and neighbors for their many kind
and thoughtful acts during the sudden death
OX our father and brother; also tor the beau
tiful floral offerings.
Mrs. Charles E. Meservey and family, Mrs.
F. S. Ptdlett, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Spaulding,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Meservey. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Meservey, Joseph W. Meservey.
Teuant’a Harbor.
•
The charge for pubnauiug a Caro of Thauki
la B» oeuia. cash to accompany the order

MAH JONG RACKS
65 CENTS SET

W. H. GLOVER CO.
14-15

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
THIRTY

PATTERNS

SUIT

Which I wish to close out.

Suits made any style.

$25.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 Main Street, — Rockland, Me.

SPECIAL TRAIN TO NEWCASTLE
Basketball fans desiring to follow
the Itooland High School teams to
Newcastle tomorrow night will be giv
en that op4>ortunity if present plans
come through. It la distinctly up to
the fane themselves, however. For
$260 a special train will return from
Newcastle after the game the price
to include the passage to Newcastle
on the regular 5.25 train. In Older to
be sure of $250 Coach Jones requests
that everybody desiring to make the
trip call up Chisholm Brothers con
fectionery store, 374-M, and engage
passage. This must be done sometime
eunly this afternoon.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
Tain't no sense, o'
evV-body how

tellin*

LOW-DOWN

Yo' ENEMY

IS -- JUS' MAKE FOLKS
B’lieve he's a ANGEL
EM PEN LET 'IM

DIS”

PlNT

SPECIALS
J.

A.

JAMESON . CO.

Nice Potatoes, per bushel...................... ",............. $1. 25
Fancy Native Fowl, pound................. .................. 32c
We lend our poultry out all ready to cook, whole or cut,
without extra charge

All sizes of Premium Hariris, 8 to 18 lbs. ea., lb. 28c

We carry a nice line of
BEEF, PORK, LAMB, VEAL HOME-MADE
SAUSAGE, POCKET HONEY COMB TRIPE.
NICE ASSORTMENT OF COOKED MEATS
The Celebrated Sinclair Bacon, lb......................... 35c
Or by the strip, lb..................................................30c
If you are paying more for bacon, you are wasting your good money
*■ .
.
-------------- -

Johnson Y. E. Beans, quart .. .25c; peck . . .$1.75
Theee are very nice beans, and a good trade at this price

Nice Native Comb Honey, pound........................ 50c
Experts figure that a bee has to travel 43,776 miles to gather each
pound of honey. Think of it I

California Prunes—
Small sized, 2 pounds............................................ 25c
A good sized one, pound....................................... 18c
Mammoth Prunes, pound.....................................30c
These Mammoth Prunes are extra large, and very delicious

6 large cans Best Sliced Pineapple......................$2.35
6 large cans Best California Peaches................... $1.75
Large Can Fruit Salad, per can............................. 50c

Give our Nice Home-made Sausage a try at 30c lb.
ewUM. 1*21 ty McCuw Wtwwpw s,i»*c«ia,

Every-Other-Day
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RULES ARE REVISED
If You Are Interested In Har
ness Horse Racing Keep
Posted.
The rules of harness hor3c racing
were considerably revised at the
meeting of the joint rules committee
of the National and American Trotting
Associations held last week.
The changes, however, says Frank
G. Scott in the Boston Globe, are not
of a sensational nature, being made
to meet the demand of racing at six
and seven furlongs, to clarify some
points not generally understood and
with some additions to the code
which will be of benefit to the sport. ,
Racing at three-quarters of a mile
distance was allowed under the old
rules which met the wants of the
half-mile tracks. The mile-track peo
ple wished to try seven-eighths of a
mile, but could not, as the winner took
ah eligibility mark as though racing a
full mile. The mile tracks are now
fixed, as the rule governing the length
of races now reads as follows:
“Rule 3, Section 2—The length of a
race and the number of heats to be
contested shall be stated in the pub
lished conditions. There shall be at
least an eighth of a mile between the
length of races: for example, fiveeighths, three-quarters of a mile, ope
mile, mile and an eighth, etc.
“If no distance or number of heats
is specified in the ipublished condi
tions, all races for four-year-olds and
over shall be mile heats, three in five:
for two and three-year-olds, mile
heats, two in three.
,
In the event of a race being given
at an irregular distance, the time made
by the winner shall create a bar at
the next regular distance. The time
made at a regular distance is a record
and for the winner of the event a winrace for that distance, but it >s not,
considered in determining eligibility
for any other distance, and until winraces are established at the different
distances it is recommended that mem
bers designate their classes on a mile
basis—-a race at three-quarters of a
mile for horses eligible to the -class.”
Modified Three-Heat Plan

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

Thief

We Have For

PIANOS

By A. W. PEACH

Standard Makes

up, 1V21. by McClure Newepaper Syndicate.)

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
Accordions,
$4. to $100.
$7. to $12.
Auto Harps,
$3. to $7.
Brief Cases,
$35. to $85.
Clarinets,
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
$15. to $100.
Cornets,
Drum Traps, $30. to $100.
Harmonicas, $15c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders,
50c

$4. to $25.
Mandolins,
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75
Saxophones, $85. to $200.
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 71 3. * ROCKLAND, ME.

SEARSMONT

283 Main St.

SOUTH WARREN

All the farmers here are harvesting
Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S.. held its
installation Friday evening, the cere their ice from Spear's mill pond.
Percy Moore of Warren village Is
mony being witnessed by an unusually
large audience. Mrs. Nettie Marriner, employed hy G. E. Counce hauling
past matron, was installing officer for lumber.
Mrs. L. R. Bucklin was a dinner
the evening and performed her duties
in a very efficient manner. Mrs. Lilia guest last Thursday of Mrs. Ernest
Miller acted as marshal and won many Munro in Rockland.
Mrs. Arminda Hoffses of South Wal
The modified system of three-heat compliments for the able manner in
racing tried last year is provided for which she discharged her duties. Fred doboro has been spending several days
under the classification of the "com Marriner acted as chaplain. The appre with Mrs. Elmer Davis and Mrs. Irvin
bination plan" under section 6 of rule ciation of their work was shown toy Spear.
Mrs. Alice Spear was the guest of
the worthy matron in the presentation
3. It reads:
“Section 6—In a combination plan to the installing officer and marshal Miss Clara Spear at an Italian dinner
race at least 10 per cent of the purse each a large pyrex dish. During the last Thursday at Mrs. Alma Spear's
shall be reserved for and awarded-to ceremony vocal solos were rendered in Thomaston.
Miss Ruby Davis who has been quite
the winner of the race. The balance hy Helen Plaisted. Elizabeth Hills at
of the purse shall be divided into the piano, also recitations by Ruth ill with tonsilitis, is convalescent.
Miss Edna Overlock and Miss Mar
three equal parts, one part shall be Packard and Nettie Marriner. Rev. E.
raced for each heat, divided in ac E. Harrison spoke in high praise of guerite Lermond are having a session
cordance with the published condi the chapter. The officers are: Ruth with the mumps. Miss Ruth Lermond
Packard, worthy matron; worthy pa is absent from school with chickenpox.
tions.
At Good Will Grange meeting
•‘A horse must win two heats to be tron. Joseph Packard; associate ma
declared the winner of the race. In tron. Grace Higgins; secretary,, Mrs. Thursday evening the sisters presented
the event that one horse wins both Alice Andrews; treasurer, Mrs. Lilia O. A. Copeland with boxes of home
heats the first and second heats, Miller; conductress, Miss Elizabeth made candy to show their appreciation
thereby terminating the race, that part Hills; associate conductress, Francella of his work in Installing the officers.
of the purse reserved for the third heat Moody; chaplain. Fred Marriner; Ila L. R. Bucklin also presented him with
shall toe awarded according to the Wing, marshal: Mrs. Flora Robbins, some fruit from his farm. A radio
standing of the horses in the summary organist; Mrs. Hattie Marriner, Adah; concert was listened to, Charles Maxey
Mrs. Hattie Hook, Ruth; Mrs. Nettie bringing and setting up his radio out
of the race.
Only horses standing as good as Marriner, Esther: Mrs. Alice Hunt, fit there. Visitors were present from
sixth In the summary are eligible to Martha; Mrs. Fannie Cobb. Electa; White Oak Grange.
Ballard Libby had the misfortune to
start in the third heat, and thereafter Emma Hills, warder, and Milbury
only heat winners or horses making Hunt, sentinel. A fine supper consist lose a piece of his finger while loading
ing of cold meats, rolls, coffee and ins- ice Tuesday.
a dead heat may start.
There have been Judges who could try was served.
The schools have closed after a suc
not bring themselves to punish the
EAST APPLETON
unoffending horse when two horses cessful term of 10 weeks.
A
special
meeting
was
held
in
the
from the same stable were started
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge held its
and one drew a penalty. To aid them town hall Saturday to consider raising installation Saturday evening. Miss
a
bonus
to
help
Dr.
Doughty
of
An

the new rule book will say:
Clementine Robbins, D. D. I’., as
“When a nominator starts two or dover to come here for practice. The sisted by Mrs. Nina Fuller. D. G..M.
plan
succeeded,
this
town
raising
$375,
more horses in a heat race, they shall
with suite, acting as the installing
and the town of Belmont $250. The
be coupled in the penalties."
officers. The fallowing were installed:
doctor
will
arrive
this
week
and
will
The time of transferring a horse
Hazel Perry, N. G.; Inez Arrington,
from a stable so as to be eligible locate for a time in the home of Dr. V. G.; Carrie Cummings, recording
where only one entry under one con Moulton which he formerly occupied. secretary; Alice Ha’ll, treasurer; Helen
Airs. Susan Andrews is very se
trol may start is changed from 10 to
Gushee, warden: Grace Johnson, con
riously ill. Her niece, Della Larce'.l is
5 days.
du tor: Inez Ames, R. S. N. G.; Nina
Acting on the request of men who caring for her.
Hart, L. S. N. G.; Mabel Keene, R.
Alfred Vose of Liberty and Margery
want to curb continuous racing around
V. G.; Grace Gushee, L. S. V. G.;
Cleveland, a new rule has been added Crie of Searsmont were united in mar Mrs. Susie A. Gushee. chaplain;
riage
Jan.
26.
by
Rev.
E.
E.
Harrison.
as follows:
Blanche Brown, I. G.; Elmer Sprague,
“Rule 47—But 25 days' racing shall
O. G.; Carrie Shermqn, retiring noble
be permitted on a trotting track re
grand. An interesting program was
APPLETON
gardless of ownership or lessees dur
given consisting of solos, duets, dia
ing a calendar year. Horses, owners
One of the pleasing affairs of the logues, monologues, etc., after which a
and drivers starting over tracks giv
winter was the installation of officers fine banquet was served. Despite the
ing more that number of days shall
of Georges Valley Grangf Jan. 19. when cold and heavy wind there was a
he disqualified, when disqualification
James Dornan assisted by Mr. Young goodly number present.
shall be removed only upon payment
Robert Gushee has lost one of his
of Pioneer Grange very pleasingly and
of a fine of $50 for each start, the
efficiently installed the officers. Those valuable span of horses. It fell and
disqualification to follow the horse re
installed were Clarence Conant, worthy got injured while hauling lumber to
gardless of change of ownership."
master; Bert Mitchell, overseer; Lucy the mill.
Suspensions have not in tho past
Edward Ames returned to Glendon
Moody, lecturer; Herbert Mitchell,
been recognized from one turf gov
steward; Grace Brown, chaplain; Monday after a week at home on ac
erning body to another, which has
Nellie Johnson, secretary: Charles count of illness.
sometimes operated so that a suspen
Quite a number from this place at •
Newbert, gate keeper: Bessie Blake,
sion was really only a play by the
tended the joint installation at Union
Judges to the public, as at North Ran Pomona; Glennis Hall. Flora; Made last Thursday evening.
line Ness, Ceres; Merrill Esancy. as
dall two years ago When two drivers
were set down for 30 days on Union sistant steward; Martha Arrington,
Association tracks, knowing they were lady assistant steward. By invitation
SOMERVILLE
going the next week to American Victor Grange of Searsmont was rep
resented with 15 present. Ten were
courses.
Fred Bruce recently cut an oak tree
Once in a while there are conflicting present from Pioneer Grange. East in a Held owned toy Mrs. Sadie B.
Union,
four
from
Seven
Tree
Grange,
conditions. In the future when this
Evans which by counting the grains
occurs, the more favorable shall gov Union, two from Medomak Valley of the wood proved to be 100 years
Grange,
Burkettille,
and
one
from
ern.
old. This tree was a land mark and
Aina. The program consisted of read grew near where the schoolhouse used
Laying Up of Heats
ing. Edith Gurney; solo. Lottie Young;
Time allowances do not go at the reading. Nellie Johnson; question by to stand, under the hill in the old
short distance races, but a horse en Ethel Moody of host Grange, ans Turner district. The school children
tering over the Syracuse “wet weath wered liy members of Victor; solo, who used to play under its wide
er" track gets four seconds off his Hayden Fuller; monologue, Carrie spreading branches are old men and
mile course win race Just as though Cummings; solo, Marguerite Gushee. women now and scattered all over the
United States. Had it been generally
going to a half-mile ring.
Mrs. Callie Fuller was pianist for the
Meeting the vogue of having an as evening. After the installation and known that it was 'to be felled there
sistant starter, such an official is now program all joined the march to the are many who would have said,
"Woodman, spare that tree!”
recognized In the code.
banquet room where a delicious supper
Fred A. Turner visited his brother
The habit of loafing, which’has al was served, consisting of baked beans,
most reached the meance point, is by salads, pastry and eoffre. The supper Dexter of Palermo Wednesday.
Justus D. Turner of Palermo was a
legislation now classed as laying up a committee were Nellie Johnson, Alice
beat, rule 27, section 6, now reading: Hall and Grace Brown. At 12 o’clock recent visitor of friends in town.
Mrs. Lila N. Leavitt, Superintendent
"Every heat In a race must be con the good nights were said, and the
tested by every horse in the race, and sincere wish of Georges Valley Grange of Schools of Cooper’s Mills, visited
every horse must be driven to the given that all would meet with them the Corner school Thursday.
There was no school Friday on ac
finish. (This shall not be construed again in the near future.
count of the storm.
tc mean that when a horse is hope
F. A. Turner recently visited his rel
lessly beaten, or from a bad start, or
atives at E. M. Turner's in Palermo.
other unavoidable cause, the chances
J. S. Hayden went to Augusta Wed
ito win are destroyed.) Izraling in any
nesday to meet three men from Ban
■part of a heat shall be considered lay
gor who will work for ihim in the
ing up. Should a driver or rider be
The Reliable and Satisfactory
woods.
found guilty of violating this rule he
J. D. Turner is hauling logs down the
shall be fined or suspended not to ex
pond to Colby’s mill.
ceed 30 days.”
Ralph Spaulding of Dexter visited
Scoring and the 'official in charge
Can Be Consulted Daily
friends at the home of Mrs. Lila Boyn
are given attention by the addition of
ton over the weekend.
the following:
From 10:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
Fred L. Turner who has been ill at
“Horses shall be scored the fewest
i
:
at
t
i
Colby College is better.
number of times necessary to secure
a fair start. A starter shall not per
25 Park St., Rockland
Several Forms of Sugar.
mit another horse to start in front of
Many varieties of sugars exist, cane
Appointments by Phone
the pole horse without warning and
sugar, maple and beet. Falling these
llS’llS-tf
for cause, not knowingly (permit any
we have com sugar under the name of
horse to start in a better position than
glucose or dextrose, and the same in
the one assigned him. Repeated in
vegetables, fruits and honey. In a
tentional violations of this rule shall
brownish powder we find it on prunes
be cause for revoking a starter's li
or raisins. Lactose or milk sugar is
cense.”
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

PROF. UBBY

Psychic and Medium

SHEET MUSIC 15c

If you have got the Asthma, Cancer
or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
Park street
132-tf

The Return of the

The Ftnieui Sheet Musis yee eee adver
tised la ell the leadlas magazines. Over
2201 eeleetioae—eend tor eatalotee.

MAINE MUSIC CO. Roekland, Me.

It was perfectly evident to Presi
dent Drew that, while he had been
absent from his summer cottage in
which lie held forth In full array as
a' bachelor, somebody had strolled in,
noted his typewriter ou its convenient
stand, and departed with the machine.
His sense of humor had often saved
him during rough days as a free-lance
writer, but it disappeared at the pres
ent situation. That typewriter, an
old comrade of many a year, was in
profane hands—calmly taken while
he had been out for a swim.
As he changed from his wet swim
ming togs into his flannels, his wrath
mounted. His cottage was detached
from others at the lake; he seldom
locked the door while busy outside,
for he considered his neighbors re
spectable, although he saw little of
them. Anyway, he could not go se
renely about usking them if they had
“swiped" his machine. There was
nothing to do but to order another
typewriter, and wait precious days
until it reached him.
He wrote the order, jumped into his
car, and rolled along to the little
center where the post oillce was lo
cated and the various stores wltere
supplies were purchased. He stopped
In the post office to look over the
bulletin board with Its odd array of
notices, and suddenly his bump of
humor bumped him slightly. He wrote
a notice and pinned it on the board.

4^

Gem-Nut
Margarine
It tastes good—
and how it saves money!

He started to say something, but
only stuttered. The faint laughter in
her brown eyes was the last upset
ting factor. There was nothing to do
but retreat. He stumbled up the dock
to the cottage, yanked up the table
and returned. He handed It to her
serenely, gradually gathering his fac
ulties and making up his mind to
play the game, as his notice had
brought him Just what he suggested.
She took the table with a cry of
pleasure, "Isn’t it a little dear?”
“It Is or was a little dear to me,"
She Turned, Looked Back, and he replied. “I hope you will find It
Waved.
\
convenient”
She nodded. “I know I shall, and
The notice read: “If the person who
stole my typewriter will call again, I thank you very much.”
“The pleasure Is all mine,” he
I will give them or him or her tlie
stand tliat goes with IL
Preston started to say, but reversed his words
and said, "The pleasure you will have
Drew, Gray Ledge Cottage.”
“It won't get a rise but I hope the with it is worth the trouble to come
sinner who sees It will get a bit of for It, I hope.”
She turned the canoe with a grace
inflammation of the conscience, any
way,” he muttered to himself as he ful swirl of the paddle, looked up at
rolled cottageward. It would at least him with brown eyes that were a bit
start some discussion among the re puzzled and something else, and de
sort folk and lead perhaps to the parted.
thief's finding It necessary to keep
He looked after her long. "Con
the machine under cover.
found It, there’s a girl I could tumble
The next day found him with time into love with. She either had an
on his hands. He went fishing in the Immense amount of gall to swipe that
morning, leaving his cottage door typewriter and then return for the
open. When he returned the stand table, or—well, hang It, there's some
was still there. In the afternoon he mystery In It."
At the point, she
started tinkering wtth his canoe, turned, looked back, and waved. “By
which had sprung a minor leak.
Jove, that wave of farewell may mean
As he was busy he glanced across anything but that I must look her
the bay and saw a canoe coming in. up.”
A sharper glance told him that It was
At the edge of dusk a big car
being driven by a dark-haired girl stopped at his door. He went out and
whose smooth shoulders were sending ran into his second shock of the day.
the light canoe along at a steady pace The girl ot the canoe was at the
ns her arms drove the paddle deep. wheel,'as pretty as a white rose In
He watched her with interest, for some twilight garden.
there was grace and skill In every
She spoke rapidly. "I wonder what
motion.
you do think of me? A man called at
Suddenly she swung Inward, nnd it the house, said he was leaving the
dawned upon him that she was com lake nnd did not want to take his
ing to his dock. "I’m not interested machine. I wanted one, and I bought
in girls, but this specimen—” he ad it. Then he said If I would call at
vised himself, and promptly began to your cottage, where he had been
remove some of the grime of ills toil. spending a week with you, I could
The canoe came closer and he saw get the table. So I went. Then fa
the fair face of its owner lifted to ther told me about your notice this
mark a landing.
evening, and he made me come over
In a few moments it came beside nnd apologize and try to explain.
the dock and lie steadied it, looking You see, you keep so much by your
down into as pretty eyes as he had self, I—we don’t really know you,
ever seen—dark brown and long- and I didn’t know but what the other
mnn really—oh, dear I You see, don't
lashed.
She smiled In a slightly embarrassed you?"
way and said in a voice that was
“I understand fully. I was a bit
music to his ears:
dazed this afternoon—”
“I wonder if I may have the type
“I thought you acted funny—but—
writer tuble which I understand you but we want you to come over this
offer.”
evening, and let me make amends.
He saved himself from falling off Won't you—ride over with me?”
the dock by grabbing the edge. Dazed
“I certainly will!” he answered
he certainly was. If a feathered angel with fervor. When he returned, prop
had appeared, making a similar re erly garbed, and climbed Into the seat
quest, he would not have been mori beside her, he remarked: “I am in
surprised.
clined to be grateful to that salesman.
IIHII 11I'I 111 H H-H-H-H I I He wrought better than he knew.”
She smiled, and said with some
hesitation
: “Well, to be honest, I'm
*•
IOGENES Looked For an
rather glad I bought the machine—
II ) J Honest Man. If He Had
and went after the table!”
''
Been Wise Enough to
Advertise He Could
another principal sugar, although it
Observation Supreme,
I I Hare Sat Still and Waited For
will never fill an Important plnce In
Observation more than books, ex
commerce. It exists In cow's milk, and ;; Honest Men to Come to Him.
perience rather than persons, are the
plnys an Important part in nutrition.
11111I I11 IHhH HtfH prime educators.—A. B. Alcott
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WALDOBORO

this place enjoyed a skating party last
week.
Arthur < tverlock made a business
trip to Union recently.
E. Bunnell Overlock recently visited
William It. Cole.
Mrs. Orison Fuller visited Mrs. Clara
Sukeforth recently.
Sunday George Turner called on his
son Raymond who is sick and Is cared
for by relatives in Burketvllle.
Alien Ripley and son George are
working for Arthur Overlock.
Miss Lena Ripley was a recent vis
itor in town.
Mrs. Jesse Emerson called on Mrs.
S. T. Overlook Tuesday.

The Young People's Society of the
M. E. church will give a social in the
v-istry Friday evening. All the young
people ef the town are cordially in
vited.
The O. E. S. Sewing Circle met with
Mrs. Nellie Wade this week. Next
weeks meeting will be held with Mrs.
S. H. Weston.
The Sunday evening service at the
Baptist church was most Impressive.
At 7 o’clock the rite of baptism was
administered to two candidates by Rev.
Guy McQuaidee. At the close of this
service the illustrated lecture “Abide
With Me,” was given with colored
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
slides. Harold F. Gonzales read the
lecture and a large choir assisted with
Main Street Corner Limerock
the singing. The pictures illustrating
Head of Railroad Wharf
the discourse wcsrC beautiful and sig
nifies nt.
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
The Paragon Button Corporation
Tillson Avenue
employees and their friends wiil enjoy
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
another dance in the Star Theatre Fri
Main Street, Corner North
day night. Tills time the affair Is
calkd a Poverty Ball all the dancers
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
going in costume. Another fine time is
Maip Street, Comer Park
anticipated.
Broad Street, Corner Grace
The recent zero weather was appar
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
ently duplicated in January 1S74 ac
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
cording to the Lincoln County N< ws
of that date. The editor speaks of the 45—Middle Street, opt. Fern.
thermometer ranging to 20 degrees, the 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
North Main Street, Cor. Warret)
pumps being frozen and "the temper
Camden and Front Streeta
being spoiled In the Infernal cold
Head of Cedar Street
spell.”

• • » *

Every one is discussing the success
of “The Peddler's Parade." given at
Odd Fellows hall Friday evening. It
was certainly a unique nnd amusing
entertainment. About 30 characters,
costumed as fakirs took part and the
marvellous wares they carried gained
a ready sale. Promptly at H o'clock
the parade formed and entered the hall
singing. Mrs. Amos Oliver was the
aoeompainist. also singing a solo in a
most effective manner. Tho» taking
part in the parade were Mrs. HenryMason. Mrs. A. F. Bond. Mrs. Ralph
Benner, Mrs. Milton Creamer, Harold
F. Gonzales, John W. Palmer, Mrs.
Fredonia Brackett, Mrs. J. S. Over
lock, Dr. M. L. Palmer, A. W. Achorn,
Clarence Benntr, Mrs. Vivian Shuman.
Mrs. J. V. Benner, Mrs. Clarence Ben
ner. Walter Kaler, Clark Mayo, George
Kuhn, Luther Gliiltkn, Cedric Kuhn,
Fred Chute, Lester Clark. Miss Gladys
Bailey, Mrs. M. L.J Palmer, Mrs. Isa
Vannah. Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz, Miss
Anne Gay, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy, E. J. H.
Miller atid Mrs. Percy Moody. After
the entertainment in which all the
''fakirs” acted most creditably, the
marvelous collection pf cakes, pies,
pickles, fruit, pop corn, fee cream,
candy, lemonade, doughnuts and no
tions were sold. About 200 were pres
ent. The affair brought in $65. The
parade was in charge of Mrs. Crosby
Waltz, past noble grand of the Re
bekahs, who deserves much credit for
the success of the entertainment.

SOUTH LIBERTY
Lola Powell closed her s.-hool in
Washington Monday.
Raymond Turner is suffering with
bronchial pneumonig.
Trescott Bros, are doing their win
ter's lumbering.
Herbert Fuller made a business trip
to Rockland Saturday.
George Turner sold a valuable cow
recently.
The young's people association of

West Meadow Road
Camden Street near F. B. Churoh
s s < s
Militia Call
Chief's Catl
Repeated. No School
Veteran Firemen’s Association
1 Two single strokes for fire all
nut or under control.

PRINTED BUTTER

PAPER PRICES
tEGULATlON PIZB WITH NAMI
AND ADDRESS I? MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDaNGI
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound Hie
Postage *r oents additional

$2.75 per 500 Shests
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered al tamo time, add to the prlos
of first 1000, (4.00 and Id oents post
age for e»ob 1000,

$4.00 peTlOOO Sheets
For Half Pound sloe
Postage 10 oents additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 shoots ord
ered at same time, add to the prlos
of first 1000, (3.50 and 10 oenta post
age for each 1000.
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